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 THE JOURNAL OF RELIGION

 Volume VII MARCH 1927 Number 2

 THE DEFINITION OF RELIGION:
 A SYMPOSIUM

 Three questions have been proposed by the editor, and I
 shall take these up in order.

 i. Give your definition of religion.-The assumption that
 there is a definition of religion which will do for all purposes
 is, in my opinion, a fallacy which generates pseudo-problems
 and conceals real problems. At least two different types of
 definition are to be reckoned with-the descriptive and the
 normative. When the difference between these two types is
 overlooked, various sorts of confusion may arise. A descrip-
 tive definition may be treated as normative, in which case a
 minimum religion emerges-a pale, ghostly shadow of itself.
 Or a normative definition may be treated as descriptive, in
 which case many genuinely religious phenomena may be de-
 nied to be religious. Or it may be held that no descriptive
 definition is possible, in which case no science of religion is
 possible. Or it may be held that no normative definition is pos-
 sible, in which case no practice of religion is rational.

 My published definitions follow:
 Descriptive definition: "Religion is the total attitude of

 man toward what he considers to be superhuman and worthy
 of worship, or devotion, or propitiation, or at least of rever-
 ence."'

 Normative definition: "Religion ought to be character-
 ized by the feeling of dependence on a personal God and dom-

 1E. S. Brightman, An Introduction to Philosophy (New York: Holt, 1925),
 p.318.
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 I 14 THE JOURNAL OF RELIGION

 inated by the will to coiperate with God in the conservation
 and increase of values."'

 The descriptive definition would, I think, be improved by

 introducing more specifically some equivalent of Hiffding's
 axiom, such as W. G. Everett's idea that religious experience
 has as its center of interest "the cosmic fortune of values."'

 But the concept "cosmic" as a primitive savage holds it is very
 vague. Moreover, it must be acknowledged that in any living
 process it is very difficult to put your finger on the place where
 the novelty emerges-where magic or morality becomes reli-
 gion. There will, therefore, always be debate about borderline
 instances.

 It will doubtless be objected to the normative definition
 that it is dogmatic. It is not so intended. It is intended as the
 best hypothesis which I am able to frame; to be tested by
 every intellectual and practical experiment; and no more dog-
 matic than the descriptive scientist's confidence in his method
 (which always involves some norm, struggle as he may to
 evade it). The normative definition is true if the metaphysical
 beliefs which it contains are true, if it rationally interprets
 our value experiences, and (in the case of this one) if it serves
 as a rational goal or culmination of the history of religion,
 such that it may be viewed as the telos (often unacknowl-
 edged) of all religious history and experience.

 2. Illustrate your definition in the case of some religion
 other than the one which you yourself profess.-A test case
 for any definition of religion is Hinayana Buddhism. The four
 noble truths and Nirvana, the central teachings of the Bud-
 dhism of the "Little Vehicle," certainly do not inculcate the
 will to co-operate with God; and I hold that Hinayana Bud-
 dhism is therefore not religion as it should be. The question
 then arises whether it is religion at all, or "mere" morality.
 The fact that it is seeking individual and social good does not,

 2 Ibid., p. 321.

 3 W. G. Everett, Moral Values (New York: Holt, I918), p. 382.
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 THE DEFINITION OF RELIGION: A SYMPOSIUM II 5

 I think, constitute it a religion. If it does, we need a new word
 for what has formerly been described as religion. The ques-
 tion about an experience or belief is whether the good which it
 seeks is specifically religious, i.e., whether it is an attitude to-
 ward "the superhuman" or "the cosmic fortune of values."
 Now, it seems to me that the Hinayana doctrine is such an at-
 titude. It has no interest in, and probably no belief in, a per-
 sonal God; but its interest, on the other hand, is not merely
 that of the moralist. It is concerned about the possibility of
 salvation; it wants to know whether reality is such that hu-
 man misery must always continue, or whether the natural
 round of birth and death arising from desire may be overcome
 and Nirvdna attained. This outlook, although far more paro-
 chial than that of the Mahdydna branch, is, I think, a concern
 about the cosmic fortune of values. If a southern Buddhist

 were to deny this, he would be denying that his Buddhism is a

 religion. At any rate, the case of Hinayana Buddhism shows
 the possibility of an atheistic religion. But a merely human-
 istic religion, I think, is no religion.

 3. In the light of your definition, what should be empha-
 sized in the cultivation of religion in the United States at this
 time?-I should like to see more emphasis on the distinction
 between religion as it is and religion as it should be; less confi-
 dence that objective description is the only rational attitude
 toward religion; more emphasis on ideal norms. If there is no
 religion which we ought to embrace, I can see no reason for
 our embracing any.

 We should aim at cultivating religion as a specific attitude
 of the total personality. It follows from my normative defini-
 tion that religion is not merely "specific," as Rudolf Otto is in
 danger of making it; and not merely "total," as the extreme
 sociological positivists are inclined to make it. The supreme
 need, as I see it, is more thought about God and more practice
 of communion with God, that is, worship. If religion has any
 place it is because there is a superhuman power on which all
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 116 THE JOURNAL OF RELIGION

 life and all values-individual and social--ultimately depend.
 America, I believe, needs to learn the sources of inner unity
 and power; it needs less assertiveness and more reverence,
 less arrogance and more confidence. Worship, as I conceive it,
 is not essentially ritual; much less is it the cringing abnega-
 tion of thought in the presence of a dogma; it is rather an act
 of the total personality in grateful, humble contemplation of
 and communion with the source of all value. In a word, our
 need is for a cultivation of the inner life, without which serv-
 ice lacks either motive or goal.

 Thomas a Kempis, in commenting on I Sam. 16:7, re-
 marked:

 Homo considerat actus,
 Deus vero pensat intentiones.

 Homo, indeed; especially homo americanus! Religion, I hold
 with Thomas, is not essentially actus, but intentiones; not be-
 havior or social adjustment, but inner purpose and attitude.
 Without a deepening of the inner life, neither religion nor
 America will deserve to flourish long.

 EDGAR SHEFFIELD BRIGHTMAN
 BOSTON UNIVERSITY

 I have four friends, each of whom considers himself reli-
 gious; they are as unlike as the four winds. A is a mystic, in-
 tensely emotional, but with no bent toward activity. Doubt-
 less his emotions are religious; but so far as I can see, nothing
 ever comes of them but a sort of aloof and dreamy optimism.
 B has great faith in the sacraments of the church, loves its rit-
 ual and liturgy, spends many hours in petition-prayer and in-
 tercession; I have often wondered wherein he is the better for
 all this. C is strong for orthodoxy, is greatly exercised over
 the prevalent unbelief, tries hard to make me assent to his
 ideas about heaven and hell and the second coming of Christ.
 I have no doubts about him; he is, on this side of his nature,
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 THE DEFINITION OF RELIGION: A SYMPOSIUM 117

 a narrow-minded and opinionated crank. D is altogether an
 unbeliever in C's sense, and even agnostic as to the existence
 of a God. He has had no mystical experience, and has no emo-
 tional attitude toward the universe save that of an eager curi-
 osity. He has, naturally, no use for the sacraments and cere-
 monials of the church. But he lives, as Jesus did, by the law of
 love; he really cares tremendously to help people and is will-
 ing to spend himself utterly in any cause that seems to him
 worth while. To my mind, he is the only one of the four who
 deserves to be called, in any important sense, religious.

 When we study religion historically, we find that it had
 its beginning in certain attitudes natural to primitive man-
 wonder, fear, hope, thankfulness, a sense of helplessness, of
 dependence, of mystery. Two roughly parallel lines of devel-
 opment ensued: The emotional attitudes found motor outlet
 in various forms of activity, and reflection crystallized them
 into beliefs. The motor side of religion again showed a tend-
 ency to bifurcation, developing on the one hand into rites and
 ceremonies, on the other hand into an enhanced devotion to
 whatever moral ideals were prevalent. Thus we find very
 early the four aspects of religion which my four friends illus-
 trate-emotion, ceremonial, belief, moral idealism. And as
 the great historic types of religion developed, some came to
 consist mostly in emotional experience, some centered about
 ceremonial and worship, while others elaborated a structure of
 dogma, and still others minimized or rejected these develop-
 ments and made central a dedication to ideals of conduct.

 Now although emotion is doubtless primary, historically
 speaking, it seems to me clearly secondary from the point of
 view of values. We need religion to affect life; it must not be
 a mere emotional debauch. The emotions of a religious man
 may be enjoyable in themselves, but they must not remain
 mere private enjoyment, a dream-world in which the soul
 takes refuge. Too many people in that way have drugged
 themselves into forgetting the problems of life instead of
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 going out to solve them. Religion always more or less involves
 the emotions; but the emotions are valuable not mainly for
 their own sake, but for their effects upon character and con-
 duct. Some religious emotions may even be harmful. The de-
 light in mystery may lead to contentment with ignorance; it
 is a congenial emotion, but not so salutary as that intelligent
 curiosity which leads to comprehension. Again, that groveling
 satisfaction in a sense of dependence, of helplessness, of worth-
 lessness, expressed in familiar passages of the prayer-books,
 may be paralyzing to the will. Instead of resignation and a
 sense of impotence, man needs to realize his power to remake
 his world. So emotion must always be judged by its fruits. If
 we are looking for what is important in religion, we must seek
 it not in a man's hours of emotional enhancement, but in the
 effort and sacrifice he makes, the loving sympathy he gives,
 the direction of his desires and his will.

 Similarly, the ceremonial side of religion seems to me
 clearly secondary. It is irrational, and contrary to experience,
 to suppose that rites or sacraments have any direct, magical
 efficacy in "saving" a man; they are valuable, like religious
 emotions, in so far, and only in so far, as they actually influ-
 ence his conduct for the better. Ceremonial forms may have
 value for the individual as "suggestion"; they may have so-
 cial value in cementing fellowship. But they are dangerous.
 They tend to lay needless burdens upon conduct, and to de-
 flect attention from what is important. It is a noteworthy fact
 that the great religious teachers have almost universally dis-
 approved of rites and ceremonies; this is conspicuously true
 of Jesus and his apostle Paul, as it was of the Buddha, centu-
 ries before. And, frankly, I tend to be suspicious of a man
 who revels in liturgy and ritual, who goes to church "to wor-
 ship God," who leans upon confession or communion. I am
 afraid that these religious forms are substitutes for genuine
 religion, that he expects to be saved by them instead of by
 deeds of kindness and self-forgetting effort. Such a one's con-
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 THE DEFINITION OF RELIGION: A SYMPOSIUM I 19

 science is clear if he has attended service; but it is not in that
 sense that Jesus would have used the term "service."

 Religion is something far more important than any indul-
 gence in emotions or the fulfilment of any ceremonies. Fur-
 ther, it is far more important than any beliefs about the crea-
 tion or governance of the world or about any alleged historic
 fact. Such beliefs, if they are optimistic, may afford the be-
 liever great consolation. But we must get away from the idea
 that religion is primarily a matter of personal consolation.
 Any religion, heartily espoused, does give great consolation;
 but there are all sorts of ways of finding consolation-drunk-
 enness is one way. The best way of finding consolation is to
 lose one's self in sacrificial service; that is the way of the best
 religions, what I ask to be allowed to call the truly religious
 way. To find consolation in a belief that "God's in his heaven,
 all's right with the world" is a cheap substitute; it is com-
 placency instead of idealism.

 In any case, a religion has no special way of finding out
 whether these cosmic or historic beliefs are true or not; that
 is the task of science-including in that term a scientific his-
 tory and philosophy. If religion is to get away from childish
 daydreaming, it must found itself upon facts; and facts are
 the business of science. Does a scientific philosophy tell us
 that the universe was created by a God, that whatever hap-
 pens is the result of design, that we are to have personal im-
 mortality? Does impartial history tell us that Jesus was born
 of a virgin, wrought miracles, rose from the tomb and ascended
 into heaven? If the answer is "Yes," then there is no need for
 a religion to give these beliefs artificial protection and erect
 them into dogmas. We do not need a dogma of gravitation, or
 a dogma of evolution; the facts are accessible to anyone, and
 accepted by all intelligent people. If, on the other hand, the
 answer is "No," then what right has a religion to declare that
 these doctrines are true? To do so is to prejudge the issue, to
 answer momentous questions without going through the la-
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 borious task of examining the evidence impartially, weighing
 contrary hypotheses, keeping the judgment suspended, and
 revising ideas in accordance with new discoveries.

 It seems clear to me, at least, that such beliefs as I have
 mentioned, and, in short, the whole body of what for conven-
 ience may be called "theology," has not the status of actual
 knowledge; it is hypothesis, assumption, or hope. And my
 point is this: Religion is far too important to be entangled
 with any such guesswork. Suppose it should turn out that
 these beliefs are not true; any religion heartily committed to
 them will go by the board. Religion has gone by the board for
 many millions of people precisely because the beliefs which it
 has thrust upon them as its primary tenets have come to
 seem to them untrue. The only hope that religion will con-
 tinue to appeal to people who are trained in the rules of evi-
 dence lies in the possibility of its divorce from doctrines which
 at best are unverifiable, and at worst are absurd.

 Certainly there is no likelihood that men are going to
 agree in theology. If theological beliefs of any particular sort
 continue to be held essential to religion, sectarianism will con-
 tinue and probably grow worse. We do agree rather well as to
 the spirit and fundamental laws of what constitutes a Chris-
 tian life-though, God knows, few of us live such a life. But
 we shall never agree as to the nature of God, or of Christ, or
 even whether the universe is "friendly" or not; the evidence
 is too scanty and open to too divergent interpretation. And
 if an impartial science and history cannot tell us, for lack of
 evidence, why should we agree? Why should not each of us
 cherish the faith that appeals to him, in his private hours of
 daydreaming? There is no need of standardization in these
 realms of mystery, no need of commitment on the part of a
 church to any particular version of these overbeliefs. There
 is no logical connection between any of them and the Chris-
 tian way of life.

 It should be quite clear that to be religious is an utterly
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 different thing from holding correct beliefs about God or
 Christ or the universe or a future life. Satan may be conceived
 to know the exact truth about all these matters, and yet to be
 utterly irreligious. On the other hand, people of the most di-
 verse beliefs may be profoundly religious; it would be the
 most ridiculous parochialism to deny that. A Roman Catholic
 may be a saint; so may a Methodist or a Unitarian, or a Bud-
 dhist who believes in no God at all. Then why, in the name of
 heaven, all this bother about my belief, your belief, right be-
 lief, wrong belief, as if that were of practical importance, or
 as if, after all, any of us really knew which belief is right and
 which is wrong? I am not denying the absorbing interest of
 these questions--I am, myself, one of the most active mem-
 bers of the Theological Society; I am saying that to be able to
 give an accurate answer to them is not important in the sense
 in which the Christian life is important.

 The insistence upon theological doctrines is more danger-
 ous even than the insistence upon ceremonial or the emphasis
 upon emotional experience. Think of the innumerable holy
 wars; think of the Crusades, with their tragic waste of human
 life and happiness; think of the persecutions, the Inquisition,
 the unimaginable sufferings inflicted in the name of the vari-
 ous brands of speculative fancy which have been taken for the
 truth! Think of the obstacles still put in the way of free and
 honest thinking, the obstruction to education, the multiplica-
 tion of sects! And what if, by some incredible chance, one of
 these fifty-seven varieties of orthodoxy were the final truth
 about God and the soul, would our duties be different? Was
 not Micah right in saying that what is required of us is justice,
 mercy, and humility? Was not the writer of the Epistle of
 James right in saying that religion consists in loving service
 and personal purity? Are not these our duties anyway? Do
 the creeds of all the churches give any better definition of re-
 ligion?

 The plain truth is that the habit of thinking of religion as
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 a set of theological beliefs has done more than anything else
 to throttle the genuine religious spirit. A man is thought to be
 no good Christian if his beliefs about God and Christ are not
 respectable. Is he thought to be no good Christian when he is
 selfish, greedy, a grafter in politics or a profiteer in business?
 Are jingoes and imperialists who stir up war stigmatized as
 anti-Christian? On the contrary, the grafters and profiteers
 often may be seen passing the plate, and ministers of the gos-
 pel themselves may be heard supporting every war-with
 equal fervor on both sides. This would be impossible if we
 were brought up to know what the gospel is, what it was to
 Jesus. To Jesus it was the way of love, forgiveness, doing unto
 others as we would that they should do unto us. How could we
 possibly forget this if the churches had not clouded the issue
 with their insistence upon correct theology? A changeling has
 been substituted for the Christ-child, a pseudo-Christianity
 for the real thing.

 To be sure, everyone agrees that a Christian should be
 loving and kind and pure; these virtues are preached from
 every pulpit. But much more than this is necessary. This
 must be made central, essential, as it was for Jesus. Admitting
 that all statements about Jesus should be made very tenta-
 tively, since our records of his life are scanty and late and high-

 ly colored, it does seem clear that the burden of his preaching
 consisted in the call to the life of pure and loving service; as
 for the creeds recited by Christians today, he would have dis-
 believed many of the statements and thought the rest of little
 account, an obfuscation of the issue. How pathetically we
 hear him saying, "Why call ye me Lord, and do not the things
 that I say!"

 It is time that we recognized clearly that most of us are
 not Christians. At best, we are trying to be, in our better mo-
 ments; at worst, we are not even realizing that it is necessary
 to try. And the blame is to be put squarely upon the shoulders
 of the official custodians of Christianity. If they had been tell-
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 ing the world all these centuries that to call Jesus Lord is not
 the point, that the one thing needful is to do what he said; if
 they had concentrated the enormous energies of the church
 upon the one all-important problem of teaching men to live
 by the law of love; if they had insisted upon reasonable evi-
 dence of a desire and effort to live a Christlike life as the one

 essential qualification for membership in a Christian church,
 who can say how different the story of mankind might have
 been!

 If only we could have a genuinely fundamentalist revival i
 Of course the irony of fundamentalism, so called, is that it
 goes in for everything but what is really fundamental in Chris-

 tianity. Its dogmas are an expression neither of the mind of
 Jesus nor of the knowledge of today. They are partly Greek,
 partly Roman, partly medieval, and almost utterly un-Chris-
 tian in any natural sense. We might well smile at these gro-
 tesque ideas, once plausible enough but utterly preposterous
 in the twentieth century, were it not that this false Christiani-

 ty usurps the place of the true gospel. It is not, for the most
 part, incompatible with it; some fundamentalists are genuine
 Christians in eminent degree. But, in general, it distracts at-
 tention from the important issue.

 One who has lived in the gorgeous-if rather bizarre--
 dreams of "orthodox" Christianity is almost sure to find Je-
 sus' own gospel too simple, too uninteresting, too obvious.
 This is "mere morality." It is what anyone might believe, it
 is a teaching adopted by most of the higher religions, and not
 distinctively Christian. Well, whatever we are to call it, it is
 not mere anything. It is the most important truth we can
 learn. And we should be profoundly thankful that a recogni-
 tion of it has not been limited to Christendom. It is simple,
 yes, to understand; but it is desperately hard to live up to. It
 is much easier for most people to believe a complicated and
 preposterous theological creed than to live a simple Christian
 life.
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 Religion is, indeed, not mere conformity to moral law, it is
 an espousal of moral ideals, a dedication of the heart, a loyal
 devotion, the perpetual renewal of a right spirit within us. A
 man becomes religious when he feels the importance of some
 way of life, when he cares for it, when his delight is in "the
 law of the Lord and on that law he doth meditate day and
 night." Religion brings with it the idea of the holy, or sacred;
 it gives a greater sanctity to whatever it touches. It may make
 certain doctrines sacred, or certain rites; that is a disservice.
 But it may make certain moral ideals sacred, invest them with
 awe and majesty, enlist for them the loyalty of masses of men.
 And if these ideals are sane and high, this added prestige given

 to them, this new enthusiasm for them and joy in them, is of
 inestimable value.

 All the foregoing is, of course, simply a summary of a view
 which space does not permit me here adequately to defend.4
 But since I am delivering myself of these obiter dicta, let me
 relieve my mind further by pointing out what seem to me the
 three commonest defects in the teaching and preaching of re-

 ligion in America today.
 First, most American religion is still too theological; it is

 not only far too much concerned with its cosmic doctrines, it is
 still too cocksure and dogmatic about them. In the second
 place, much of it is too "Pollyanna-ish," complacently label-
 ing evil God's will, necessary discipline for our souls, or mere
 "mortal error," instead of firing people with zeal to eradicate
 it; soothing them with compensatory consolations and hopes
 rather than fanning the flame of their dissatisfaction with
 themselves and the existing immoral order. Third, most of it
 is too individualistic, leaving people content with looking out
 for their own souls instead of giving them a passion for univer-

 sal justice, for a genuine brotherhood of man. The original
 4I have given my arguments at length in two volumes: Problems of Religion

 (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., I916) and Shall We Stand by the Church? (New
 York: The Macmillan Co., I92o).
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 gospel was one of peace and good will to all men; war is obvi-
 ously the very negation of Christianity. Nothing shows more
 clearly what is wrong with current Christianity than the fact
 that the so-called Christian bodies have not (except for a few
 honorable exceptions) even seriously tried to stop war.

 We Americans are all for a happy ending. We have elim-
 inated hell from our creeds, and cherish hopes for everybody's
 soul. But in our egotistic individualism we fail to realize that
 we are all, in large measure, saved or damned together; the
 only really happy ending would be a glorious consummation
 for the adventure of mankind as a whole. He who is thinking
 much about his own soul is a self-seeker; he has not under-
 stood Jesus' paradox about losing one's life to find it. One can
 easily forgive the silly dogmatism of the sects; opinionative-
 ness is an almost universal human failing. One can smile sym-
 pathetically at their rites and ceremonies, their cultivation of
 soothing emotions, their cosmic dreams. But what is hard to
 forgive is the unrebuked selfishness, the intolerance, the di-
 visiveness, the callous individualism of many who have good
 standing in the churches. For this is treason. Happily there
 are many signs within the churches of a renewal of the wider
 vision of the Founder; and we may yet hope for the realiza-
 tion of his dream of brotherhood, the dream of the coming of
 a Kingdom of God on earth.

 DURANT DRAKE
 VASSAR COLLEGE

 The interpretation of the meaning of religion in the long
 social history of humanity is probably the most important
 task of modern religious leadership. The guiding principles of
 education, of social progress, of interracial, international re-
 sponsibility, of missions, the evaluation of traditional ideas

 and institutions, the adequate analysis of modern world-prob-
 lems, the formulation of ideals-all these things and more are
 involved in our understanding of religion. Yet to define religion
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 in such a way as to win the assent of competent scholarship in
 the religious sciences is not easy. There have been too many
 definitions-partial, biased, short-range definitions, in terms
 of a single religion or race or culture, even in terms of some
 special emphasis of some particular religion at some period in
 its history. Great men in the natural sciences, world-renowned
 philosophers, outstanding theologians and statesmen have de-
 fined religion, each in his own way and according to his own
 bias, naively ignorant of the vast ranges of religions beyond
 their ken. Such benevolent recklessness is deplorable. But
 who has adequate knowledge? Perhaps only an ideal, scien-
 tifically trained spectator of all religions of all time could give
 us the crystal-clear definition we so much desire. Lacking that
 wisdom we must approach the task of defining with scientific
 humility, appreciating the fact that in spite of every critical
 caution to escape bias there still may remain unchecked per-
 sonal elements, and, especially, realizing that the most ade-
 quate knowledge of however many historic religions is not
 knowledge of all religions everywhere. Help for our ignorance
 comes also from the ever increasing number of scientific stu-
 dents in the field. Out of the blunderings and tentative grop-
 ings of the last quarter-century there is emerging a growing
 consensus among the specialists in the religious sciences as to
 the function of religions in the life of the race. This is not to
 say that the multitudinous swarm of definitions of religion is
 being reduced to a single type. Religion, like love, is known to
 everyone and may be defined by anyone. The scientific ade-
 quacy of the definition is another matter. Fortunately, the
 history of the science of religion now saves those who care to
 heed its warnings from most of the early errors, gives the guid-

 ance of past research, and suggests humility. A definition may
 be made tentatively, subject to change with larger knowledge.

 The definition here suggested, stripped to its bare essen-
 tials, is: Religion is a co-operative or shared quest of the good
 life. By "good life" is meant the ideally satisfying life. An
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 enlarged statement would be: Religion is loyalty and co-oper-
 ation in the effort to attain the socially approved values in-
 volved in the ideal of the satisfactory life. The centrally im-
 portant thing is the quest of unrealized but approved values.

 In this sense religion is as old as the race. It is rooted in the
 needs of man. One among many forms of life on a growing
 planet, the human family was forced to find an adjustment
 which would yield the essential satisfactions of existence.
 Early peoples dwelt in the presence of an uncontrolled and
 largely unknown environment. Always about them were the
 mysterious and disturbing forces which threatened their safe
 and cozy circle of tribal habits and customs. Life was an ad-
 venture. Without the knowledge either of nature or human
 nature sufficient to give them control, they nevertheless came
 to terms with their world. The urge to secure the satisfactions
 of life-needs was the driving power of early religions.

 A picture of any specific religion may be obtained by ask-
 ing, What are the values sought, what are the means by which
 these values are attained, and what powers of the natural
 environment are treated as helpful or dangerous to that quest?
 The values were usually very simple in the early world-food,
 shelter, sex control, security, protection. The technique was
 partly practical but largely an emotional construct of cere-
 monial group magic, rites sanctified by group habit, words of
 power, spells, apotropaic rituals, compelling, imitative cere-
 monies instinct with desire. The gods were the beneficent na-
 ture forces to which men reacted in gratitude for their kindly
 help. The history of any religion from this simple beginning
 may be traced by following through the centuries the social
 life of the people in the search for the desired values. Great
 changes appear whenever they achieve new knowledge, new
 technique, a shift of emphasis, or enhancement of values. It
 was a significant shift of emphasis when spiritual values such
 as justice, brotherliness, love, self-sacrifice, loyalty, and peace
 came to be considered more worthful than material prosperity
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 and security of life. A momentous change came in many of the
 world-religions when men lost their nerve in the quest for the
 good life on this earth and projected the ideal which they were
 unable to win here into a future age or into another life. Great
 individuals appear in the story who grew cynical and made a
 jest of the dream of a good world, but it is the glory of the un-

 conquerable spirit of man that the group as a whole never
 gave up the hope of realizing somewhere, sometime, the ideal
 life. As with the transformation of the ideal so also with larger
 knowledge of their world came constant changes in the ideas
 of the gods. It is a long drift from simple emotional attitudes
 to anthropopathic nature forces to high monotheistic deities,
 to impersonal absolutes and conceptions of naturalistic cosmic
 order, yet most of the great living religions have followed that
 path. Nevertheless, however conceived, the gods are always
 man's allies in the quest for the satisfying life. Faith in God
 is synonymous with the brave hope that the universe is friend-
 ly to the ideals of man.

 Changes in the religious technique are always slow, be-
 cause established group ceremonials, in the hands of a special-
 ized class, are not easily outgrown. But with new tools and
 enlarged power of control the primitive methods pass. The
 greatest transformation is before our eyes in the modern world,

 where in place of the age-old methods of magic and rite and
 ceremonial all the peoples of the world are turning for their
 technique of control to natural science, applied science, tech-
 nology, and the social sciences. So great is this change that its
 significance on the background of the history of the world's
 religions is hardly grasped even by those most devotedly con-
 secrated to the religious ideal.

 The religious ideal changes, the approved method of at-
 taining it changes, ideas of the cosmic powers related to hu-
 man destiny also change. All these things are involved in the
 religious complex, but religion cannot be defined in terms of
 any one of them. It is rather the living thread running through
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 them, through which alone they have significance. Religion
 is not theology, nor ceremonial and institution, nor a goal;
 these are its infinitely variable and changing embodiments.
 Religion is the loyally shared quest of the completely satisfy-
 ing life. Perhaps this is one way of viewing the driving, direct-
 ing force of the evolutionary process on the human level.

 Since religions are of endless variety, illustrations of the
 applicability of a definition are easily available. Ideally the
 definition should catch and describe the function of religions
 of every type, and of any religion at any stage in its history. A
 genuine test might be made by the arbitrary selection of the
 testing religion by some one other than the definition-maker.
 For the purposes of this article, religions of various types will
 be used.

 Simplest of all are the religions of the preliterate peoples.
 At this stage the group quest for the satisfactions of the basic
 needs of living is clearly central. Differences of climate and
 geographic environment, however, make the external body of
 the religion strikingly multiform. Eskimo, Ainu, Crow, and
 Zuni deal with a natural environment so different in each case

 that the religious technique for winning the desired values has
 for each group its own individuality. The extrahuman powers
 with which they deal are different, yet in every case nature
 spirits, non-human powers, ceremonials, magical rituals, and
 spells have significance because they are directly related to
 the important group values of food, shelter, protection, and
 security. To limit religion in the case of these people to the-
 ology or a shadowy form of it such as the thrill in the presence
 of the mysterious and the unknown, is to disrupt the religious
 unity and devitalize its meaning. Ideology is merely inciden-
 tal to the needs of living.

 Illustration of the definition from the culture religions
 should include at least two types, one which ended in world-
 denial and one which held consistently to a this-world ideal.
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 Of the first, India furnishes an excellent illustration. The in-
 digenous religion of China represents the second. Incidental-
 ly, these are good testing religions for any definition of reli-
 gion.

 The religion of the Vedic Aryans as they entered India
 was still "a religion of light and gladness." A virile, life-loving
 people, their ideal of life-values as it appeared in their hymns
 consisted of worldly wealth and prosperity-good food and
 drink, cattle, children, victory in war, happiness, and safety
 from the dangers of the hostile environment. Their gods were
 the beneficent nature powers, the all-encompassing, orderly
 heaven, the sun powers, dawn, the rain, the thunderer, and
 the two necessary agents of the sacrificial technique, Agni and
 Soma. All these they knew how to turn to their service by the
 religious ceremonials. They were secure in their confidence of
 winning the values of life here and the continuance of them in
 larger measure in the after-life realm of "the fathers." The
 sacrificial rites, ever more elaborate with the centuries, guar-
 anteed to those who could command them all desired values.

 Yet this people, after some centuries of subjection to the en-
 vironment and culture of their new homeland, turned their
 backs upon their old ideal, gave up heaven, and sought a still
 higher goal. The important thing for this sketch is not to tell
 again the details of that well-known story, but to note simply
 that the change in their ideal of the satisfactory life involved
 the whole religious complex. The old gods and the old tech-
 nique, although both still remained, were no longer adequate.
 It was not that the ancient values of this-world life were lack-

 ing. There was abundant prosperity. Even the common peo-
 ple were well provided for in material things. Their advance
 in political and social culture was remarkable. The difficulty
 was rather that all these old values were tainted by "tran-
 siency." Karma and transmigration had changed the whole
 meaning of the universe. Even the gods were on the wheel.
 The old technique for winning heaven could be only a pallia-
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 tive, since karma reached to heaven, too. Every life on earth,
 even for the noblest and wealthiest, was touched by pain, sor-
 row, grief, old age, despair, and death. The endless whirl of
 interminable lives driven by life-thirst and passion under the
 control of karma was less than the ideal of perfect peace and
 bliss desired by this new aristocracy. About the new ideal of
 perfect existence beyond this karma-ruled realm of human life
 grew up the many so-called non-theistic and monistic reli-
 gions and religious philosophies of Hinduism, and with the
 new ideal came new techniques of realization and new world-
 views. All were Hinduism; but each group had its own par-
 ticular program and method, and all sought the same goal,
 sat-chit-ananda, complete existence, consciousness, and bliss.
 Needless to say, this brief statement is not intended as a gen-
 eralization of Hinduism in its endless kaleidoscopic forms. It
 is offered only as an illustration of the statement that the
 meaning of a religion is to be found by following the quest for
 the ideal life. World-view and technique are important but
 accessory.

 The native religion of early China was the result of the
 adjustment of an agricultural people to a favorable natural
 environment. The fundamental needs of life were available,
 and the clustered family groups were happy and at peace.
 Nature was a kindly presence co-operating with man in his
 work. The group ceremonials appropriate for the special ag-
 ricultural activities gave assurance of rain, fertility, and pros-
 perity. Family relationships and duties were regulated and
 sanctioned by group control. The natural world to which man
 was oriented by the group ceremonial and by group custom
 could be counted upon to yield the values of the ideal life.
 This ideal of "blessedness" consisted of wealth, long life, ap-
 proved virtue, peace of mind, and happy death. The whole re-
 ligious complex centers about the realization of these values
 in the social group. Looking back from the age of feudal strife
 and distress, the great leaders of a later day pictured this early
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 period of Yao and Shun as an ideal. In the midst of their tor-
 mented social life they offered, each in his own way, a program

 for realizing the good life. The ideal was the ancient ideal, a
 this-world life of peace and virtue and happiness. In spite of
 the centuries of distress and suffering, there was no suggestion

 of world-flight, no feeling of despair, no projection of the ideal
 into another world. For most of these leaders the old nature

 powers, even Shang-ti, were stripped of personality, and ulti-
 mate reality was a cosmic order of which man and human so-
 ciety were integral parts. The method of realizing the good
 life, that is, of attaining "blessedness," lay in finding the way
 of obeying and embodying the law of heaven. Lao-tse found
 it in wu-wei, a complete naturalness, yielding to the Tao.
 Confucius sought it in a re-establishment of the supposed con-
 duct code of the good old days. The great seasonal ceremo-
 nies, by the time of Sunn-tse, had lost their ancient signifi-
 cance as magical technique and had become instruments of
 political unity, yet the most splendid of them all, the winter
 ceremony, remained down all the centuries a reminder and
 symbol of the earliest time; it is clearly a means of orienting
 the Chinese people to the order of nature in order to guarantee
 rain, prosperity, peace, and the goods of life. The picture in
 this religion is almost entirely occupied by the social quest of
 the values of a happy, peaceful, and prosperous existence in
 this world. Because of the lack of the elements of theology,
 supernaturalism, and the immortality hope, some writers have
 denied to classical Taoism and Confucianism the name of re-

 ligion. They call these "philosophies" or "social ethics," re-
 serving the name "religion" for Chinese Buddhism and popu-
 lar Taoism. The difference is simply one of the ideal sought.
 If religion is the search for the satisfying life, the classical re-
 ligion of China is an excellent illustration of a completely this-
 world religious ideal. Chinese Buddhism takes care of the
 other world.
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 The third question brings us to the test of the definition in
 our own life: "What should be emphasized in the cultivation
 of religion today?" So far as those who are responsible for re-
 ligious leadership are concerned, the answer is: Clarify for the
 modern world the ideal of the good life and create a technique
 for realizing it. All the religions of the world today stand hes-
 itant, bewildered by the novelty and problems of a vastly com-
 plex life-situation. The world of the past in which these reli-
 gions were at home and adequate has been swept away by the
 increase of scientific knowledge and the intricate civilization
 created by applied science. The history of religions gives us
 the assurance that the group insistence upon winning the val-
 ues of a satisfying life will, after long wandering, ultimately
 construct a new world-view, a world-embracing ideal, and a
 new technique in terms of social science. The blundering mod-
 ernisms of all the great religions are the proof that the move-
 ment to a new religious adjustment is taking place. But why
 should it come in the old wasteful way of conflict, anguish,
 and suffering, the result of a drift of groping generations?
 Scientific knowledge and method make possible the use of cre-
 ative intelligence to give guidance to that process and to put
 purpose into the future development of religion on the earth.

 To the youthful bearers of the creative fire of this genera-
 tion, heirs of the heritage heroically won by the age-long loy-
 alties of religious man, there should be words of responsibility,
 of freedom, of courage, and of joy.

 We shall tell them that religion is the glorious challenge of
 human life for the mastery of the planet; the loyal pursuit of
 the vision of the complete life through the ages.

 We shall tell them that the religions of the past with their
 theologies, salvation dreams, strange ceremonials, and rites
 are the noble record of the unfaltering consecration of men of
 all races and lands to that ideal.

 We shall tell them that they will worthily honor the past
 not by submissive acceptance of tradition, or by blind loyalty
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 to ancient ideas and ideals, but by sympathetic, appreciative
 understanding; and by acceptance of the challenge, ever re-
 newed, to create the body of thought and action fitted to ex-
 press the soul of the religious quest today.

 We shall tell them that they are creative centers of cosmic
 meaning and that the world-life, on the human level, grows
 through them into a more significant future.

 We shall tell them that the ideals of life must constantly
 change, that no phase of human society is static, and that the
 central need of a vital religion is a method of progressive anal-
 ysis and clarification of the ideal so that program and tech-
 nique may grow with the changing life of the folk.

 We shall tell them that safety for the guidance of religion
 lies not in authority of book or priest or doctrine of the past;
 that in a growing world of changing problems and swiftly al-
 tering situations, authority can lie only in the method of sci-
 ence.

 We shall tell them that the religious task is the creation of
 a social structure, wide as the world, in which plastic human
 nature may develop the habits and attitudes which, in the co-
 operative activities of the shared life, will yield the values of
 the spiritual ideal--creative joy, friendliness, love, loyalty,
 peace, justice, and courage in the presence of the uncharted
 future; a society furnishing its own regenerative power by an
 education which will develop a people capable of creative
 thinking.

 We shall tell them that loyalty to the shared quest of the
 good life is the supreme challenge to man; that knowledge, the
 sciences, material resources, business, politics, and technology
 are, on the background of cosmic history, only tools for the
 service of the central ideal of living fully and beautifully. We
 shall tell them this until they laugh at the repetition of a state-
 ment so self-evident.

 We shall tell them that never before in the history of man
 was the race so well equipped with knowledge, scientific meth-
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 od, control of natural resouces and tools, to win through to the
 mastery of the evils which have stalked the paths of the cen-
 turies; that the intelligence and energies of mankind, conse-
 crated to the religious ideal, may now, at last, be competent
 to create the civilization and culture actualizing the values of
 the higher life.

 We shall tell them that the meaning of God for this age is
 not to be found by listening to the voices of the past or by
 searching in time-worn tomes or by treasuring the splendid
 gods of the fathers. Since man is a child of the planet, the uni-
 verse has significance of deepest importance for him. That sig-
 nificance may be found by asking in the light of the natural,
 social, and religious sciences what support and security the
 universe actually does give to our ideals and hopes. We shall
 say that a living religion is not mendicant, depending for the-
 ology upon tradition and rationalization.

 Standing in the midst of the whirling complexity of the
 modern world, it is not easy to follow the path of man's quest
 of the values of life from the dawn of time, nor is it easy to
 chart with certainty the next step. We may be sure, however,
 that the strategists of religion are not all buried with the past
 and that the modern age will find its own world-view, its reli-
 gious ideal, and the program which will push open the gates to
 new conquests for the spirit of man.

 A. EUSTACE HAYDON
 UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

 [To be continued]
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